
English
Reading Fluency text: 
The Hobbit - J.R.R.Tolkien

Writing Outcomes:
Balanced discussion, 
Recount, Persuasion

Sentence Structure
- sentence starters by 
expanding adverbials
-Varied sentence length 
- ‘ed’ starters
- ‘Power of three’ 
-Use relative clauses 

Punctuation
brackets, dashes or 
commas 

Vocabulary/terminology
-metaphors
-Modal verb
-Relative pronoun
-Relative clause
-Parenthesis
-Bracket
-Dash
-Cohesion
-Ambiguity

We are 
reading:

The Tudors
Henry Tudor - Was he really a tyrant?

- Who were the Tudors?
- How did Henry Tudor become king
- What can we learn from portraits 

of Henry Tudor?
- How was King 

Henry VIII able to 
have so many wives?

- Was Henry Tudor a 
Monster or just
 a man?

Fractions and percentages
● Recognise mixed numbers and improper fractions
● Add and subtract fractions with the same denominator and 

denominators that are multiples of the same number
● Relate fractions to ‘parts per hundred’ to introduce percentage. 
● Compare proportion using percentages. 

Up next: Transformations

Maths

History

Earth and space 
● How we’ve come to 

understand the solar 
system

● To know about the planets 
in our solar system and 
compare them

● Learn why we experience 
day and night

● How time can be measured 
by using the sun

Science
Databases

- Comparing data visually
- Databases in real life
- Drawing tools
- Creating images

Computing



This half term our topic is: Healthy Me.
● Health risks of smoking and 

tobacco. 
● Risks of misuse of alcohol and its 

effect on the liver and heart. 
● Basic Emergency first aid 

procedures (including a workshop). 
● Social media and its effect on 

confidence and self-esteem. 

Embroidered cushions
Children will look at portraits of 
Tudor monarchs.  They will practise 
the basic stitches of embroidery and 
learn how to join pieces of fabric 
together. They will draw inspiration 
from embroidered heraldic emblems 
including the Tudor rose as well as 
contemporary logo design before 
designing and making an original 
embroidered cushion.

How do Christians try to follow Jesus’ example?
-Identify individuals who serve as examples and examine 
methods of setting an example for others.
-Extract lessons for Christians from stories about Jesus, 
such as selling possessions and overturning tables.
-Explore Jesus' teachings on the act of giving and its 
significance in Christian faith.
-Analyse instances where Jesus set examples for others, 
considering his actions and teachings.
-Summarise Jesus' example of righteous living, drawing 
upon his teachings and actions as a guide.

DT

Children will be listening to and 
exploring music from Ten Pieces of 
classical music. This will enable them 
to prepare for an upcoming visit to 
watch the BBC Symphony Orchestra. 

Meanwhile, year 5 will be continuing 
with their violin practice on 
Thursdays with the Lister Violin 
tutors. 

PSHEMusic

Religious Education
● Girls of the 

World trip 
to Eastlea. 

● Careers day 
workshops

Curriculum 
Enrichment

Physical Education (PE)

This term your PE will be on: Tuesday morning. 

Fundamental Focus 1.Seated Balance.
2. Floor work

Sport Specific Focus Football

Whole child focus
Learning to: Express, adapt and adjust

Learning about: How does balanced diet affect your body and 
performance?

Click here to 
go back to the 

main page

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vSuJA4d3b7NpCsKDcI56MYzgXj7F4IQFxNz4HQIfPVrpYA5tVB4EjII_TP4GDLPjiG2me9Nwu5rgODx/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vSuJA4d3b7NpCsKDcI56MYzgXj7F4IQFxNz4HQIfPVrpYA5tVB4EjII_TP4GDLPjiG2me9Nwu5rgODx/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000

